foliations is reduced to a solely boundary computation. This is a reminescence of the classical theory.
Introduction
Let X be a compact connected Riemannian manifold with boundary Y and product structure near the boundary. Denote by D a compatible Dirac operator on X, and by R a pseudo differential boundary condition. One of the main results of the classical theory is that the L 2 -realization D R of the Dirac operator D with boundary condition R is Fredholm and its index is equal to the Fredholm index of an operator which lives solely on the boundary. This is called the boundary integral:
where H is the space of Cauchy datas, i.e. the traces of smooth solutions on the boundary and is a certain pseudo differential projection on H , called the Calderon projection. The importance of the Calderon projection in the theory of boundary value problems can hardly be over-emphasized: we refer the reader to the excellent monograph [4] . In particular, this applies to the case of the celebrated Atiyah-Patodi-Singer boundary condition. In this case the index of D R is called the APS index.
The above result can be informally summarized as the following motto:`T he APS index is a boundary computation.'', and so immediately suggests the following question:``Does the Ramachandran APS index for Galois coverings and foliations also reduce to a boundary computation?".
By an adaptation of the argument in [11] , we show that the answer to this question is yes. More precisely, given a Galois covering X 3 X XaG, we exhibit two subspaces of sections on the boundary that are essentially isomorphic as Hilbert G-modules to (and so in particular have the same Gdimensions of) the kernel and the cokernel of the Dirac operator as considered by Ramachandran. For G the trivial group we recover that the APS index can be expressed by a boundary computation. However, it should be remarked that in the classical case, the known result on the APS index are much more refined than what we are recovering here. Namely, as remarked above, in the classical case, the boundary computation of the APS index is expressed in terms of a pseudodifferential operator, whereas in our approach no such description is available.
The Dirac operator and geometrical setting
We adopt the same geometric setting as Ramachandran [11] ; a comprehensive reference for the theory of Dirac operators we will need in the present paper is the book by John Roe [12] . So let X be a compact manifold with boundary dX Y and (DY SY e) a geometric Dirac operator acting on the sections of a graded Clifford bundle S with grading operator e. For instance D can be the Dirac operator on a Clifford module S on an even dimensional manifold, endowed with the canonical Z 2 -grading. In particular S is a Z 2 graded bundle of Clifford modules on the bundle of Clifford algebras associated to a Riemannian metric equipped with compatible Hermitian structure and connection. This means that the Clifford action of vector fields on the module C I (XY S) of smooth sections of S is odd (goes from C I (XY S ) to C I (XY S À ) and viceversa) and skew-adjoint, i.e., hv Á s 1 js 2 i hs 1 jv Á s 2 i 0 for any vector field v and sections s 1 and s 2 of S; The connection r S on S is compatible with the Clifford multiplication and with Levi Civita connection i.e. it is a derivation of C I (XY S) as a Clifford module over C I (XY TX):
v s for any vector fields vY w and any section s of S. In the following we shall suppress the superscripts S and LCX The resulting Dirac operator is odd
We assume that all the geometric structure is product type near the boundary. This means that there exist an open neighborhood Y Â [0Y 1) of Y in X, with local coordinates (yY u), on which:
the Riemannian metric has the form g ij (y)dy i dy j du du; the Dirac operator has the special form
where s Cl(d u ) is the Clifford multiplication by the vector field d u and Q is an essentially selfadjoint Dirac operator on C I (YY S) commuting with s (Q is even).
By abuse of notation, we will simply write D s(d u Q) to denote the boundary behavior of the Dirac operator.
Since the Clifford multiplication acts pointwise on the sections of S, the operator s induces a morphism
between the sections of the restriction of S to Y. If we denote by
the restriction to the boundary, then we have the following Green-type formula with respect to the L 2 -product on compactly supported sections which are smooth up to the boundary:
where hhÀjÀii X is the L 2 -inner product on sections of S,
If Y is a manifold with bounded geometry: completeness positive injectivity radius uniformly bounded curvature tensor (with all the covariant derivatives) one is allowed to use the so called BGK expansion (after Berezanskii, Browder, Garding, Gel'fand and Kac), i.e. the existence of a generalized eigensection expansion for the elliptic selfadjoint differential operator Q. More precisely, there exists a sequence of measures m j on R and measurable maps
such that e j (lY Á) is a smooth section of S over Y (for almost every l, with respect to the meaure m j ) with
Furthermore for a section s P C I c (YY S jY ) one has the sequence of functions on R,
Each of these functions is square integrable with respect to the measure m j , i.e., (Vs) j P L 2 (RY m j ) and so V defines a linear operator
which is seen to extend to an isometry of Hilbert spaces
Furthermore V intertwines the Borel functional calculus of Q with the action of jointly (i.e., for any j) Borel measurable functions by multiplication on L 2 (RY m j ), i.e., one has
for any j and
Sobolev spaces of sections
It is customary to define a scale W k (XY S) of Sobolev spaces of sections by means of the Dirac operator D as follows: for any nonnegative integer k, the Sobolev space W k (XY S) is defined to be the completion of C I c (XY S) with respect to the Sobolev norm
Note that the support of a section in C I c (XY S) may have a nonempty intersection with the boundary Y of X. Negative order Sobolev spaces are defined by duality and are considered as spaces of distributional sections.
One also considers the topological vector space
endowed with its canonical Fre Âchet topology, and
with the weak-Ã topology induced by the duality with W I (XY S). It can be shown (see, e.g., [12] ) that a continuous linear operator from W ÀI (XY S) to W I (XY S) is represented by a smoothing kernel which is smooth up to the corners on X Â X. Moreover both the kernel and all their covariant derivatives are uniformly bounded.
In an analogous way, one defines a scale of boundary Sobolev spaces by means of the essentially selfadjoint operator Q on Y. Namely, for a non negative integer k one defines
One has
so that one can use this identity to define fractional Sobolev spaces W k (YY S) with a real positive k. By means of the BGK expansion one sees that the trace operator b X C I c (XY S) À3 C I c (YY S jY ) extends to a well defined bounded operator
Analogously, by using D AE in place of D, one defines the spaces of sections W k (XY S AE ) and W k (YY S AE ).
The APS boundary condition
We now relax the compactness assumption on X by requiring instead that X is a cocompact Galois cover with deck transformation group G. All the bundles and operators from the previous section will therefore be assumed to be G-equivariant, while the measure on X will be assumed to be G-invariant.
Following an idea of Roe, Ramachandran introduces the crucial concept of selfadjoint boundary condition. It is a G-equivariant operator
In the above formulas, s is the Clifford multiplication by the unit normal vector to the boundary Y and b is the restriction to the boundary (see section 2).
It is no surprise that the prototypical selfadjoint boundary condition is the Atiyah-Patodi-Singer operator.
Let us recall its definition. The operator s of Clifford multiplication by the unit normal vector to the boundary Y satisfies ss Ã 1 and s 2 À 1. Being odd, this gives
The even operator
commutes with s, so that the operator 
which will play a crucial role in our proof of the boundary behavior of Ramachandran G-index.
For k a positive integer, let W k APS (XY S) W k (XY S) be the subspace of sections satisfying the A.P.S. boundary condition:
Ramachandran proves that D acting on W I APS (XY S) is essentially selfadjoint.
This follows and idea of John Roe and is builded on the existence of compatible bounded operators R
where the r i are shown to exist by a standard technique of gluing an interior parametric with a boundary one. The regularizing properties of this parametrix also imply that the domain of D k is contained in W k (XY S). Moreover, by the spectral theorem, if f is a rapidly decreasing Borel function on R, then
for every pair of nonnegative integers k 1 and k 2 and therefore f (D) is represented by a smooth kernel. There is probably no need to recall that the fundamental example of this phenomenon is the smoothing operator given by the heat operator e By building a parametrix for the initial boundary value problem on the cylinder [0Y I) Â Y, Ramachandran is able to exhibit a 1-parameter family of operators E(t) mapping W Àk 1 (XY S) into W k 2 (XY S) for every couple of nonnegative integers k 1 and k 2 , and such that for 
The finite dimensionality of the Breuer Fredholm index
We recall the setting. Here X À3 XaG is a regular covering of a compact manifold with boundary XaG. In particular the action of G a discrete group is free and cocompact and the deck transformation group is exactly G. This is the same of G principal bundle. Since S is a G-equivariant bundle, we have a natural induced linear action of G on the space of sections L 2 (XY S). Denote by End G L 2 (XY S) the normed algebra of all bounded operators on L 2 (XY S) commuting with the G-action. It is a semifinite von Neumann algebra equipped with a semifinite trace Tr G X This is easily seen choosing a fundamental domain h. The We shall need the notion of Breuer-Fredholm operator. So let M be a Von Neumann agebra with a trace t X M À3 [0Y I] one has a natural notion of dimension of a closed subspace affiliated to M, i.e. a subspace V whose projection Pr V belongs to M. This is by definition the relative dimension t(Pr V ). Relative dimension is the cornerstone of a theory of Fredholm operators inside MX This story goes back to the seminal work of Breuer [5, 6] . For this reason relatively Fredholm operators are called BreuerFredholm. A Breuer-Fredholm operator has a finite real index with some stability properties as in the classical theory. More precisely an operator T affiliated to M (this means that T can also be unbounded but all its spectral projections belong to M) is called Breuer-Fredholm if the projection to the kernel of T is finite relatively to M and the range contains the range of a cofinite projection. All of this fits in the setting of Hilbert modules over a von Neumann algebra [7, 13] . In the specific setting of a von Neumann algebra of a discrete group these are pre-Hilbert spaces H together with a unitary action of G. Furthermore there is a technical but simple condition of projectivity which is automatically satisfied in our situation. Using the von Neumann algebra of G a suitable notion of (renormalized) real valued additive dimension of G-Hilbert modules is well defined. In particular if H 1 and H 2 are G-Hilbert modules that are essentially isomorphic i.e. there exists a bounded equivariant map f X H 1 À3 H 2 with dense range they have the same dimension [13] . Indeed the unitary appearing in the polar decomposition of f gives an isomorphism of Hilbert modules. We shall select a subalgebra of End G L 2 (XY S) where the trace is finite. We say that a bounded G-equivariant endomorphism A of L
(XY S) belongs to if
A has a smooth integral kernel k, i.e., there exist a G-equivariant smooth section of the vector bundle Hom(p
i.e., there exist k(xY y) P Hom(S y Y S x ) smoothly depending on x and y, such that k(gxY gy) g k(xY y)g À1 and
k is fibrewise uniformly bounded in the L 2 -norm, i.e. there exists a constant C X kk(xY y)k 2 dy`C and X kk(xY y)k 2 dx`C for all xY y P X; k is smoothing, i.e., the maps s y U 3 k(ÁY y)s y and s x U 3 hs x jk(xY Á)i are smooth maps from the total space of the bundle S to L 2 (XY S).
It is not difficult to show that is an algebra, see [12, Lemma 15.2] and it is contained in the von Neumann algebra by definition because it is made of operators commuting with G. Since k(xY x) P End(S x ), taking its trace we get a smooth real valued function on X; moreover, since k is G-equivariant and the the trace of an endomorphism depends only on its conjugacy class, x U 3 trk(xY x) descends to a smooth function on the compact manifold XaG.
One then finds that the G-trace of an element A of is given by
In particular, Tr G (A)` I for any A in . Also notice that, if both A 1 and A 2 lie in the subalgebra , then
In particular, H is G-finite dimensional whenever P G lies in . A remarkable instance of this is the following: since the Dirac operator D is Gequivariant, for every rapidly decreasing Borel function f on R the operator f (D) is an element of , and so in particular the projections on the kernels of D and D À are in . It follows that the G-index of D is finite:
Since S is Z 2 -graded, so are the spaces of sections L 2 (XY S) and the algebra of operators End G L 2 (XY S), and the notion of G-trace immediately gen-eralizes to the notion of G-supertrace. Denoting by e X L 2 (XY S) 3 L 2 (XY S) the Z 2 -grading operator, the operator ee 
3
Moreover, the G-supertrace of ee 
where s D is the principal symbol of the Dirac operator and 
In the above equation, the fact that the metric on the collar has the form g ij (y)dy i dy j du du has been used to get r
Clifford multiplication s gives isomorphism
With these isomorphisms in mind, the Dirac operator near the boundary can be rewritten as
Since D s(d u Q) on the collar, this is precisely the operator
while the boundary condition B APS is turned into the boundary condition
In the derivation of (7.1) and (7.2), the commutation relation Qs sQ and the identity s 2 À 1 have been used. Now let r be the closed G-sub-Hilbert module of L 2 (YY S ) defined as the range of
and define a map
simply by restriction to the boundary. By the well known unique continuation property of the Dirac operator [4] , a solution j of the equation D j 0 that vanishes on the boundary (ghost solution) must vanish on the whole of X; thus restriction to the boundary gives a continuos injection of Ker (D 
Denoting by r the closure of the range of g then g becomes an essential isomorphism of G Hilbert modules, so
This is a well known fact about Hilbert G modules: if f is an essential isomorphism (i.e. injective with range dense) then the isometry appearing in the polar decomposition of f preserves the G dimension of the modules. Doing the same for the kernel of D À defines g À and r À and
So we have reduced the Ramachandran index to a boundary computation. Note that r and r À are ortoghonal as happens in the classical theory. We can call r È c r À the space boundary values.
REMARK 7.1. Everything works in exactly the same way for the Ramachandran index for a foliation transverse to the boundary equipped with a holonomy invariant transverse measure n. In this case one obtains a Borel field of boundary values whose n dimension equals the dimension of the kernel of the operator. We briefly describe the situation. Let X a compact manifold with boundary endowed with an even dimensional foliation p which is transverse to the boundary. Assume that the foliation is given with all the geometric datas needed to define a longitudinal generalized Dirac operator D p acting on a leafwise Clifford bundle S. In [11] it is shown how to setup a leafwise generalized APS boundary value problem by imposing a Borel field of selfadjoint APS conditions. The realization of the corresponding operator is then Breuer-Fredholm in the von Neumann algebra of the foliation and an index formula is given. The trace map (7.3) can be defined leafwise for every leaf of the foliation with values on the spaces of section of the bundle on the foliation induced on the boundary. The von Neumann algebra of the foliation on the boundary embeds as a corner in the von Neumann algebra of the whole foliation hence the trace can be
